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The Composting Cannon - springing food waste into rich compost 
Innovative, sustainable composter for sprawling backyards to small urban gardens 
 
Research suggests that Australians throw out 4 million tonnes of food a year - the equivalent of filling 
450,000 garbage trucks. With 23 million people, that's a lot of waste, but with a new composting 
solution on the market, households can turn 25 kilograms of scraps into rich compost every four 
months. 
 
With an estimated cost of $8 million of food wasted each year, there is no better reason for 
households take up composting. With organic food, vegie patches and luscious gardens all the rage, 
the new Composting Cannon provides the solution. 
 
The Composting Cannon is a simple, efficient and clean alternative to bulky composting systems and 
fits into the smallest of gardens, making it perfect for urban living.  
 
The kit comes with three 100 per cent reconstituted cardboard cylinders with built-in aeration holes, 
three steel mesh anti-vermin caps and a recycled plastic plunger. 
 
The product is unique in that the entire composting process takes place in the ground, which means 
all the nutrients from the compost are directly fed into the garden bed, pot or vegetable patch, 
eliminating the need for bulky composting bins in the corner of the yard. 
 
Over four months the Composting Cannon can turn approximately 25 kilograms of food scraps into 
rich compost, creating the perfect breeding ground earthworms, resulting in nutrient-rich soil for 
garden and plant growth. 
 
The man behind this innovative product is New South Wales Central Coast resident and 
environmentally conscious carpenter Greg Hales. 
 
Greg, also a green thumb, was reducing his food waste consumption by converting his kitchen 
scraps into compost and found that many conventional composting systems attracted flies and 
unwanted insects. 
 
“The idea for the Composting Cannon came about after a situation I had with a rat in my plastic 
compost bin. Constant rat encounters motivated me to think about how I could do my composting 
without attracting rats or vermin – and that’s where I came up with this environmentally friendly 
composting solution,” he explained. 
 
Not only has Greg developed a unique, sustainable composting solution in the Composting Cannon, 
but his innovation has also seen him achieve industry recognition at the Nursery and Garden Industry 
NSW & ACT’s Fusion Innovation Awards. 
 
“I was thrilled to win the Inaugural Swane Innovator Award at the recent Green Expo in Sydney run 
by the Nursery & Garden Industry,” said Greg. 
 
“For something that started out as a simple, sustainable idea, it has really grown and changed the 
way both home gardeners and environmentally conscious green thumbs living in the city, convert 
their food scraps into great garden or potting soil,” he added. 
 
In addition to being a sustainable alternative to composting, the Composting Cannon is also 
reusable, with replacement cardboard cannons available.  
 


